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Viruses, be it in physical or virtual world; both types can be hazardous. Focusing on the virtual
scenario, the antivirus software has been highly beneficial for the health of personal computers and
laptops. Not just your safety offline but a computer virus removal can be useful for keeping safe
online.  Computer viruses can even be the cause of huge financial losses for big businesses. To get
rid of these viruses, many prefer to make use of a free antivirus software.

Reasons for the existence computer viruses:

If computer viruses have bad impacts, then why do they exist? Several viruses are developed
intentionally to create troubles and a good antivirus can save you from all the troubles. Here is a
look at all the reasons which can lead to the development of computer viruses:

1.	To make money:  Hackers create viruses, also known as rogueware, to make a fool of users.
Rogueware can be defined as computer malware that misleads users into paying for the fake or
simulated removal of malware. Users encountering this are asked to scan the computer and then,
deceived to pay for the full version. Many users entrap themselves and end up paying.

2.	Information stealing: Computer virus protection is highly necessary as virus creators can have a
hold on significant information about the traffic such as passwords and credit cards. Keylogging is
precisely the term, in this action of tracking (or logging) the keys struck on the keyboard in a
concealed manner, while the user in unaware about the monitoring. The hackers use the data for
theft purposes.

3.	Ruling the system:  A user misleads a virus as file and downloads it. One should be suspicious
about the file transferred from IM or unknown attachment, as this can be the reason of virus
infection. Such viruses can be classified as the Trojan. It is wise to equip your computer with
computer virus removal, as it first scans the attachment and will inform you of the safety of the
attachment, saving any data from being ruined.

4.	Disable computer or network: There are viruses which aim to bring the network down by creating
load on computers. For network security threats, organizations make use of relevant computer virus
protection.

Anyone using computers will need to immune themselves by using a computer virus protection
system. Individuals and organizations can make use of their antivirus software to prevent
themselves from attacks which leads to the loss of date and money. It scans the computer
automatically to monitor the presence of viruses from time to time. For all computer users, this is an
appropriate virus prevention measure.
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a Anti Virus Download  - Computer viruses are created with objectives and reason can be many.
With good a antivirus software, one can avoid the effects of virus attacks. Always use trusted
websites to download a free anti virus software.
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